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Karen Wheeler quit her fast-paced life as a fashion editor, for a slow (and supposedly) more

peaceful life in rural France. Her latest memoir â€“ the long-awaited sequel to Tout Soul â€“ features

more tales from the French countryside and takes the reader on a 3000-kilometre road trip from

Paris to Spain and Portugal. Accompanied by her sixteen-year-old niece and her charismatic black

dog Biff, the author mingles with surfers in Biarritz, upsets religious pilgrims in Fatima and learns

never to argue with a Spanish waiter. She also discovers Lisbonâ€™s best-kept secret and how to

â€˜be like a beeâ€™ in Madeira. Meanwhile, back in France, a new expat is behaving very badly

indeedâ€¦ Featuring a quirky cast of characters in the French countryside, Sweet Encore is sprinkled

with anecdotes form the authorâ€™s previous life as a fashion editor â€“ meeting Carolyn

Bessette-Kennedy in New York, incurring the wrath of a famous Italian fashion designer, and

receiving an invitation to a private dinner with Madonna in Milan. So, pour yourself a glass of

something chilled, sit back and enjoy a sparkling summer read.
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I love this series! Ok, the books are fun, light-hearted, and easy reading - not thought provoking

literature; that said, I thoroughly enjoy reading them and wish that there were another one being



published this year. The people about whom she writes are a wonderfully eclectic bunch whose

personalities she captures so well that I feel like having an apÃ©ritif with most of them . There are

funny, annoying, charming, irreverent, lovable... and they come alive under Ms. Wheeler's pen.

There are pages worthy of guffaws (my husband prefers that I don't read Ms. Wheeler's books in

bed because my laughter keeps him awake!), of smiles, and of tears - the whole gamut of emotions.

Ms. Wheeler's breezy, clear style makes her books impossible not to read in one or two days - they

are "feel good" (despite some real sadness, at times) - because I don't want to put them down. I

must say that one of my favorite parts of the book was its darkest moment: when she realizes that

she's walking on - literally - the scene of the car accident. Her description of it was so moving that I

felt like I was walking beside her - with a box of tissues. Please continue writing about your new

adventures, Ms. Wheeler, because your readers will want to know where you settle next!

I have read all of Karen Wheeler's books and I love them! Although we have never met, I feel like

Ms. Wheeler and I are friends. Her writing is so comfortable that each work can be read as if an old

friend is writing a nice, long letter to me. The detailed description of the Spanish and Portuguese

countrysides are so interesting and complete that I feel as if I've been there too through the pages

of this book. I absolutely recommend this book and suggest that you read them in order if possible. I

think the word 'charming' captures the whole series. I will happily read any books that Ms. Wheeler

makes available.

I have so enjoyed this series by Karen Wheeler. I had a feeling that before it even ended that it

would end the way that it did.This book was really fun. She got to travel with her niece whom she

hardly knew. They had fun in their travels especially in Spain where very little went right!Karen had

a reason to travel to Portugal and it was perfect!Please READ IT!

Another bittersweet trip with Karen in her story about her life in France. I like all of Ms. Wheeler's

books: I think I have read them all and wish there were more.

I so enjoyed the other books in this series. They had depth. This one was more like a

travelogue-good but not as enjoyable for me as the others.

I'm actually still reading this (80% thru it) and I do not want it to end. I've read the other 3 Karen

Wheeler books set in France and loved them all but this one is my favorite...It's really good...I'll be



super-sad to finish it and hope that Karen Wheeler is working on something new! I knew for a while

that this book has been in the pipeline and have been watching out for it.

It was like listening to a good friend sharing her detailed story living in France - part 4, since I have

read all three of Karen's previous books. I love her humor, her wit and often times I was smiling

while picturing her situation which she described in precise details.

I've read all the books in this series. I really enjoy them and I look forward to her new adventures in

her (hopefully) next book.
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